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Bob Keagy – Glen Tanner trophy roe deer.  
See page 8 for story. 
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Anthony and Geno Caccia  
Sincerely thank our fellow SCI members for protecting  
hunters' rights and promoting wildlife conservation. 

917 N. Amphlett Blvd 
San Mateo, Ca 94401 

Contractors Lic #374369 

Call 650-665-5050 
www.cacciaplumbing.com 

service@cacciaplumbing.com 

Since 1979 our family has been specializing in the  
installation, repair, and maintenance of plumbing systems in  

San Francisco and San Mateo County. 
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SPECIAL NOTICE

The contents and opinions expressed in Base Camp are those of the writers and do not necessarily reflect the views of the Safari Club International San Francisco Bay Area Chapter or the general membership. Information 
and articles in this newsletter are intended to inform the members about chapter activities and present various viewpoints and issues of general interest. Base Camp, however, cannot verify or be responsible for the accuracy 
of statements made in the articles and columns written by the newsletter staff or guest authors. 

CIRCULATION AND ADVERTISING POLICY

BECOME A FAN! 
If you are on Facebook, become a FAN  
of SCI-SFBay now to get the latest breaking  
news first. Just look for Safari Club - SF Bay.

You can also become a FAN of SCI National.  
Just enter SCI in the Facebook search box  
and join. 
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Dwight Ortmann ....................................... 14-15
Tom Mattusch........................................... 10-13
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Business Ads
Full page, 4x per year:  ....... $350 
Half page, 4x per year:  ...... $200 
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Business card, 4x per year:  ..$35 

Supporter Listing, 4x per year:
Bronze  .....................................$25
Silver  ........................................$35
Gold  .........................................$50

We have added several new categories of ads 
for individuals so that you can show your 
support for this award-winning newsletter!

• All ads run for one year, (four issues) printed in black and white. 

• Special pricing for color pages is available by contacting the editor. 

• Advertisers must submit electronic artwork to the Chapter Office 
 10 days before submission deadline. 

• Business card size ads for members for sale of personal property   
 such as sporting equipment or clothing will be accepted. There   
 are no fees for these ads and they will be run for a single issue  
 only unless resubmitted for additional issues. Must follow all  
 guidelines for submission.

Fall 2015
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Well it’s getting close to hunting season I hope 
everyone of you has a tag to fill and maybe even a 
‘special’ hunt planned — something you’ve dreamed 
of hunting or haven’t had the opportunity to hunt 
before. First and foremost I want everyone to be 
safe out there, and when you come back from your 
successful hunt please please write a short story and 
send it to us along with some pictures so we can 
share your story in the next Base Camp. We also need 
your pictures from your hunts for the annual Wild 
Game and Awards Dinner next June.

If any of you have a hunting story from the past that really excites you please send it Into us we would love to 
have it in the next Base Camp.

Coming up in a few short weeks will be our annual Fall Appreciation Dinner. We have a fantastic speaker 
lined up for you: Greg Gerstenberg. Greg is a Senior Wildlife Biologist with the California Department of 
Fish and Wildlife. He will provide an update on research resulting from the collared deer project (partially 
funded by this Chapter). In particular we have been studying the problem of foreign lice infested blacktail 
deer. This is causing significant problems for our deer populations. Please plan on attending it’s a great time 
in addition to being very informative.

Coming up after the holidays we’ll have the busy convention season — something I always look forward to! 
But first, in January, don’t forget to attend ‘one of the best crab feeds on the Peninsula’ (according to one of 
the semi-professional crabbers that attends every year). The annual crab feed will be January 23, 2016 at the 
Millbrae Community Center - very centrally located on the Peninsula with easy parking too!!

While the big SCI convention and Ultimate Hunter’s Market is great fun to attend (Feb 3-6, I hope you 
have on your calendar the local Greater Bay Area Fundraiser on March 5, 2016. See more about the 
fundraiser on page 15. We strive to bring you the best in hunts, family trips, gear, and more; you don’t 
want to miss this one!

Finally, do any of you have that one friend, buddy, pal, or acquaintance that is hemming and hawing about 
joining SFBA Chapter? Well have him or her go to our web site and they can see all of our activities or look 
us up on Facebook where there is also a ton of information on how, when, and where things are happening. 
Our veteran’s support is second to none; our work with the community is strong in both humanitarian 
efforts and in education; and, we continue to work with CDFW and others on conservation projects within 
the state. I encourage you to invite just one person to join the chapter this year! It is you, the members, keep 
this chapter strong with your contributions of time, effort, and funds.

Now just get out there and go hunting, and remember — just pull the trigger!

Robbie Lawson

President

PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE
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MEMBER PHOTOS

Top Left: John Ware & East Cape 
Wildebeeste. Top Right: John Ware  
& East Cape Eland. Bottom Left:  
Larry Lee with one of many catch and 
release silver salmon. Great combo 
goose hunt with Gary Larose guide. 
Bottom Right: Larry Lundberg Copper 
River trout 2014.

CHAPTER FISHING TRIP ON HULI CAT 
Friday November 13, 2015. $110 per person
Enjoy rockfish, lingcod and Dungeness crab on the Huli 
Cat.  This is a special rate only for SCI National and 
Chapter Members, must be current on dues.
We’ll meet at the Huli Cat in Half Moon Bay at 6am 
for a 7am departure (11/13/15); return will be about 
3pm.  You will need your fishing license, which can be 
purchased on board.  Rubber boots and layered clothing 
is recommended. Bring your own lunch. Conditions 
favorable we may have a crab feed directly after!

Learn more about the Huli Cat at www.hulicat.com or 
on Facebook. Contact Captain Tom at tommattusch@
comcast.net to reserve your space!
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CALENDAR OF EVENTS 2015

October 20-26, 2015
Chapter hunt at Arrow Five 
Outfitters

November 1, 2015
Annual Fall Appreciation Dinner, 
Divino Ristorante Italiano
969 Ralston, Belmont, CA 

December 10, 2015
Deadline for BaseCamp 
submissions – Send your  
photos and stories to  
bev@safariclub-sfbay.org

December 15, 2015
Registration for the annual  
Bay Area Fundraiser opens!  
Add March 7, 2015 to your 
calendar now!

January 23, 2016
Annual Crab Feed, 
Millbrae Community Center, 
477 Lincoln Cir, Millbrae, CA

February 3-6, 2016
Annual SCI Convention – Ultimate 
Hunter’s Market in Las Vegas

March 5, 2016
Greater Bay Area Fundraiser  
– register by February 13, 2016 
for early bird specials and  
discount pricing! Registration  
opens December 15.

March 10, 2016
Deadline for BaseCamp 
submissions – Send your  
photos and stories to  
bev@safariclub-sfbay.org

Top: Hunter-Colton-and-Bryan Feige - a 
good day of fishing. Left: Learning young 
- Colton Feige practicing. Above: Three 
generations of Feiges hunting. Below: 
Larry Lundberg at Hatchet Lake Lodge 
in northern Satskatchewan.

Larry Lundberg photo of bear seen at  
Garibaldi River in Alaska out of Bob 
Cusack’s Lodge. The bear is asking.... 
“Can I have your fish”
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We communicated our interests to 
Michael and Danielle Grosse, owners 
of International Adventures, and we 
arranged for an early hill stag hunt. 
The antlers would still be in velvet, 
but I wasn’t particularly concerned, 
as I was only thinking of a European 
mount. The donation already 
includes two Roe Deer, but I added 
a “trophy” area Roe Deer one-day 
hunt, as I was anxious that I get a 
really good specimen.

Scotland is a very interesting area, 
and we arranged to arrive a week 
early and visit several sites in 
Scotland and Northern England. 
We started out with a couple of days 
visiting Edinburg Castle, Holyrood 
Palace and Abbey, the Greyfriar’s 
Bobby monument, and other spots 
in Edinburg proper. 

We stayed at the Edinburg Airport 
Hilton, which is quite convenient 
to the airport, and the meeting 
spot for the hunting party. The 
accommodations were good, and  
the restaurant surprisingly  
extremely good.

From Edinburg, we rode the 
train South to York, the second 
most visited city in England. York 
Cathedral is interesting, as are 
the “Jorvik” viking ruins, and the 
medieval-town “Shambles” are 
good examples of older shops. York 
has many restaurants and river 
walks, and is a pleasant destination, 

although perhaps a bit “touristy”.

After several days, we turned back 
Northward to visit the famous 
“Hadrian’s Wall”, originally the 
boundary between high;y civilized 
Roman Britain and those nasty, blue-
painted Scots and Picts. 

We stayed in a restored 12th 
Century Castle while touring the 
area, which was interesting, but 
Hadrians’s Wall itself was a tad bit 
of a disappointment. 1600 years of 
using the dressed stones of the wall 
to build local churches, stone fences, 
farmhouses, barns, etc., had reduced 
the massive wall in many places 
to the level of mere foundations. 
(There is, for instance, a fairly large 
Romanesque church in the area, 

where, upon close examination, 
nearly all of the wall stones carry 
Roman characters from Hadrian’s 
Wall, and one stone near the alter 
is clearly marked “Tenth Legion”!) 
In effect, Hadrian’s Wall had been 
reduced to the local rock quarry for 
over 1500 years. 

We also saw excavated Roman 
encampments, fortifications,etc., 
but they still required a good deal of 
imagination to picture in your mind 
what they must have looked like.

We also took a day and went over to 
the West coast, to see Carlisle, which 
has the dubious distinction of the 
most besieged English city in history, 
but it was not a side-trip I’d strongly 
recommend.

Dear Friends:  I make it a policy to support our Chapter donors, and therefore visited 

Scotland in June with International Adventures Unlimited, donors of both our very 

popular Balmoral Roe Deer and the Scottish Hill Stag hunts. I was scheduled for the 

Balmoral Roe Deer hunt, but was also interested in picking up either a Muntjac or a  

Hill Stag, as either would help me finish out one of the many SCI award programs.
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Returning via the British Rail system 
to the Edinburg Hilton, we met out 
hunting party, including SCI Past 
President, Larry Katz, who would be 
joining our merry throng. 

It is about a four hour drive from 
Edinburgh to Balmoral. The 
countryside is green, green, green.

We pulled into the Glen Liu Hotel 
about 3 p.m. - this is the hotel 
lodging included in the donation 
package. The hotel was very 
comfortable, with a genuine feeling 
of sincere friendliness. Rooms were 
on the second floor, and, in keeping 
with European hotel rooms in 
general, were on the smallish side. 
We dined that evening; the food was 
spectacularly good, and remained 
uniformly excellent+ the whole time 
we were there. Alas, I have a perhaps 
too great an appreciation for the 
joys of the table, but I thought the 
excellent cuisine more than offset 
the modest room size!

At 4 a.m. we prepared to go hunting 
for our first of two roe deer- this one 
on the Balmoral Castle property. The 
Castle is on over 100,000 acres, so 
there is a good deal that is quite wild.

We met our gamekeepers, in their 
formal green uniforms, kilts and 
ties, shook hands, and hopped in 
their dark green Land Rovers. My 
guide was Shawn, who explained 
how very competitive it was to win 
a position at the castle, due to the 
housing and benefits of working  
at Balmoral.

We drove for several hours through 
the carefully manicured areas close 
to the castle, then to more natural 
settings, then into the woodlands, 
then looped back to the castle, 
covering a great deal of ground.

As we neared the castle, I saw a 
flash of red, running low and fast 
towards the castle gardens. Fox! We 
tried to get on it, but it cunningly 
disappeared. The gamekeepers are 

deadly on foxes, as the foxes hammer 
the grouse population, which, in 
turn, is the most valued of the wing 
shooting in Scotland.

About 11 a.m. we spotted pair of Roe 
Deer bucks, and we came to a quiet 
halt. Shawn indicated one was very 
worthwhile. I eased out of the Land 
Rover and quietly slunk around to 
the rear. The deer was watching, but 
didn’t see me quickly enough, and 
my shot was good.

We had a nice little Roe Deer, which 
we bundled up and took down to the 
castle lawn for a photo shoot.

Since you only get one Balmoral 
deer, we went to an adjoining 
property, “Glen Tanner”, before 
dawn the next day for our second 
included Roe Deer. 

In the gloaming of the morning, I 
got to chat with our cheerful guide. 
After fifteen minutes, we had enough 
light, and hopped into another of the 
ubiquitous Land Rovers.

We rattled along a lovely creek, and 
the guide cheerfully remarked “Keep 
an eye out, the Roe Deer like these 
brushy creek sides and occasionally 
you see a big one down here” 
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without changing his conversational 
tone, but braking hard, he added 
“And there is one NOW!!!

Aw, yagottabekidding!

Nope, there poised for flight was a 
lovely buck Roe Deer, sporting, for a 
Roe Deer, big antlers!!!

Suffice it to say that, eight minutes 
into our hunt, we had a lovely Roe 
Deer buck down, with a s-s-t-t-r-r-e-
t-c-h 25-yard shot.

Returning unexpectedly early (like 
9 a.m.!!) Pam toured the Balmoral 
Castle grounds, while I relaxed, 
read, and made sure about the next 
day’s Red Stag hunt. 

Bright and early (3 a.m.) the next 
morning Pam and I departed with 
Michael Grosse, our host and owner 
of International Adventures, to one 
of the “Estates” (really, just a big 
farm) where he had leased hunting 
privileges and where there was a 
large herd of Red Stag.

Driving through the night, we 

encountered dozens and dozens 
and I mean DOZENS of rabbits 
running helter-skelter across the 
highway. They were everywhere, 
and though Michael slowed down, 
and tried not to hit them, it was 
impossible, and for several miles 
we heard soft “thuds” of hitting 
numerous rabbits. No wonder the 
foxes do so well  
in Scotland.

We had to climb over a pass, 
complete with unused ski-lift, to get 
to the ranch on the coast where the 
red stage were, and after climbing 
out of the rabbits, we made good 
time until we began to see shadowy 
animals in herds at the side of the 
road. Wild red stags! Numerous 
herds appeared in the headlights, 
ranging from twenty or so to fifty or 
more, on all sides of the road! What 
an adventure!

We got to the Red Stag estate, and 
both Larry Katz and I shot nice red 
stags, although still in velvet at this 
early time of the year.

My last hunting day we went to a 
special “trophy” area for Roe Deer, 
but being early, the fields of wheat 
and millet had not been harvested. 
Hunting three-foot tall deer in four-
foot tall grain fields is a challenge. 
We did get on one nice buck, but he 
magically gave us the slip, evidently 
slinking down an irrigation ditch 
and escaping. I did have one shot 
at this deer before he disappeared, 
but there were houses in the 
background, so I couldn’t safely fire. 
All-in-all though, a nice day, but no 
Roe Deer at the end.

This was a truly nice trip, with  
three good trophies. Michael 
and Danielle are very good hosts 
and Danielle takes great care 
that everyone, and especially the 
spouses, have a good time.

I highly recommend this hunt.
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A new study by the California 

Sportfishing League 

highlights alarming decline 

in fishing participation. 

The study finds that fishing 

participation rate is ranked 

last out of all states; the 2010 

U.S. Census reports that 

California is still home to 

roughly 1.7 million anglers, 

one of the largest consumer 

markets in the country. As 

a result, recreational fishing 

contributes over $4.9 billion 

annually in economic activity, 

while commercial fishing 

only generates an estimated 

$1.7 billion in economic 

activity. Below are some of 

the key points made in the 

study. To read the entire 

document, download it here. 

In 1980, California’s annual fishing 
license fee was a mere $5.00.2 Today, 
California’s annual resident fishing 
license is the second highest in 
the Country,3 at $47.01 for a base 
“annual” license,4 excluding permits 
and stamps that a substantial number 
of anglers are required to purchase 
throughout the year. If an angler 
purchased every available permit and 
stamp to catch all the various fish in 
California, fees could exceed $120 
per calendar year.5 The price to fish 

for a family of four, excluding cost for 
tackle, transportation, food or lodging 
can easily cost several hundred 
dollars or more. 

California’s “annual” base residential 
license is 66% above the average 
fishing license cost of all coastal 
states ($28.30) and 76% above the 
average fishing license cost for all 
states ($26.73),6 and these figures do 
not include the extra fees California 
requires for additional permits. 

Only the State of Washington 
surpasses California for the priciest 
fishing license in the U.S., at a cost of 
$54.25 per year for a salt/ freshwater 
combo, and Washington also operates 
under a calendar system. However, 
the state does present price conscious 
anglers greater choices by offering the 
option of purchasing a freshwater-
specific license for $29.50 or a 
saltwater-specific license for $30.05.7 
With exception to mostly shellfish 
and fishing on the Columbia River, 
the state also appears to mandate 

fewer permits than California. All 
these options may be contributing 
factors to why Washington’s fishing 
participation rate is 17%, or nearly 
three times that of California. 

Since 1980, when annual licenses 
were sold for as little as $5.00, 
California’s annual fishing license 
sales have dropped by more than 55% 
(1980: 2.26 million; 2014: 990k28), 
while our state’s population has 
increased by nearly 60%. In 2014, 
40,000 fewer annual fishing licenses 
were sold compared to 2013.29 

If the 35-year trend remains con-
stant, annual fishing license sales 
are expected to drop below 500k by 
2027, or another 49% over the next 
12 years. Should this occur, between 
1980 and 2027, annual license sales 
will have dropped 78%.30 This down-
ward trend could accelerate even fast-
er if fees are increased substantially, 
or new regulations are imposed that 
increase costs or barriers to fishing.

WEST AFRICA HUNTING WITH SAFARIS CHELET – BY BOB KEAGYCALIFORNIA ANGLERS EXPERIENCING HIGH COSTS
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I had been in the duck 

blind a few times with Steve 

when he was alive and even 

though we honeymooned in 

Africa (in 1987) I had  

not hunted with a rifle.

I wanted to keep the Nelson/
Bohannon hunting tradition alive,  
so I became active in SCI to learn 
more about hunting.

We met the Vernazza family through 
school as Christina was in Eric’s 
class. Bob Vernazza (knowing of my 
hunting interest) invited us to join 
a group of families on their annual 
Memorial Weekend camping/pig 
hunt on a friend’s property in San 
Ardo (near King City, CA).

Bob was so patient with me as he 

had to show me everything about my 
gun (my Hunter’s Safety class was 12 
years earlier). We would go out early 
in the morning watching for the pigs 
as they bedded down, do an afternoon 
hunt where the guys would tramp 
through the bushes to try to scare the 
pigs out of their beds and then set up 
for an evening hunt when the pigs 
were coming out to eat.

On the first (early) morning, I was 
riding on the 4-wheeler with the 
rancher and we got off to have a  
look down a canyon. Of course,  
there were a lot of pigs in the 
canyon, but where was my gun?  
On the 4-wheeler! Lesson learned 
—always be prepared to shoot (have 
gun in hand).

One of my first shots was at a pig 
running across the barley fields and 
I got him at about 200 yards! Of 
course, I haven’t made a shot like 

that since. I managed to get 2 pigs 
that trip but only one on each of 3 
subsequent trips.

But I got the hunting bug and, 
especially through SCI friends 
and chapter hunts, have hunted in 
many states (Wyoming, Montana, 
California, Texas, Oklahoma) and 
many countries (Spain, Scotland, 
South Africa, Botswana, Namibia) 
for many species of animals.

MY FIRST (RIFLE) HUNT – BY CATHIE NELSON

SQUIRREL BONANZA!
We have a ranch location near Fall River that has plenty of squirrels! Come and 
spend the day squirrel hunting and enjoying the outdoors. Squirrels are great 
practice for veteran shooters or newbies and what a way to spend time with your 
gun. �ey are just plain fun to hunt. Test your aim, speed and distance on mov-
ing targets and have fun spending the day chasing them around. Spend the night 
at the Bieber Motel double occupancy is $71.80 and a single is $53.72. Hunt any 
time of year (no season) and maybe do some spotting for an upcoming deer 
hunt.

Minimum 4 hunters
$150 per hunter per day

Up to 10 hunters may schedule at once! Get a 
party together and join me at Fall River for a 
great time shooting these varmits!



RSVP by October 28th 
Mail or Fax Reservation to 

San Francisco Bay Area Chapter

Safari Club International

423 Broadway, #624

Millbrae, CA 94030-1905

FAX: 650-472-7601

Name: Name:

Name: Name:

Name: Name:

Name: Name:

Adults:  $55
Youth 10 and under:   $15
– Bring one warm blanket,  coat or  
sweater for donation and receive a $5 
rebate on an adult dinner.  
Donations will be delivered to Samaritan 
House in Belmont.

 

Register online at:

www.
safariclub-sfbay.org

November 1, 2015
DIVINO RISTORANTE 

ITALIANO
969 Ralston, Belmont, CA

Total enclosed:  $________

Make checks payable to: SCI San Francisco Bay Area Chapter
p MasterCard p Visa

Cardholder Name:                Signature

Card Number:

Billing Zip Code: Expiration Date: CVV (card id):

 

Special guest speaker Greg 
Gerstenberg, Senior Wildlife Biologist 
with the California Department of 
Fish and Wildlife will provide an 
update on research resulting from 
the collared deer project (partially 
funded by this Chapter). 

13
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Read more on this latest study by Responsive Management Report.


Wildlife Values
Other considerations based on direct 

research with both hunters and the 
general population suggest guidelines 
for communicating with the public about 
hunting. One such study, conducted in 
2005 by Colorado State University, 
resulted in a typology of wildlife value 
orientations.10 These orientations 

broadly described and categorized 
the various mindsets of Americans as 
they relate to wildlife, with key groups 
including “utilitarians” (those holding 
the view that wildlife exists primarily 
for human use), “mutualists” (those 
who believe that wildlife species hold 
rights similar to humans and advocate 
humans and wildlife living side by 
side), and “pluralists” (those holding a 
combination of utilitarian and mutualist 

viewpoints). The study further 
suggested that mutualist attitudes have 
become more prevalent than utilitarian 
attitudes among the American public. 
For this reason, messages about hunting 
that address animal welfare (e.g., 
ethical shot placement and clean, quick 
kills) may be most likely to succeed. 

Equally instructive is other 
Responsive Management research 
suggesting that ecological benefi ts 
of hunting resonate more with 
Americans than do recreational 
benefi ts. For example, a recent 
Responsive Management survey of 
New Hampshire residents found that 
majorities of respondents who favored 
an increase in the deer population 
were still in support of the increase 

(see graph below) even if it 
meant an increased likelihood of 
damage to gardens and landscapes, 
vehicular accidents, or losses to 

farmers or timber land owners, or 
an increased risk of Lyme Disease. 

On the other hand, only 37% of 
respondents would support an increase 
in the deer population if it meant 
reduced deer health, while just 28% 
remained supportive of the increase 
if it meant less food or poorer quality 
habitat for other wildlife.11 Findings 
such as these imply that the hunting 
community will realize the greatest 
return on investment by employing 
communications that connect hunting 
to broader conservation concerns 
impacting wildlife and habitat. 

Despite strong approval of hunting 
among Americans, it is critical to keep 
in mind that attitudes toward hunting 
may not always refl ect attitudes 
toward hunters. Consider that, in one 
Responsive Management study, 64% of 
non-hunters agreed that a lot of hunters 
violate hunting laws; in another survey, 
50% of American adults said that a 
lot or a moderate amount of hunters 
drink alcohol while hunting.12 For this 
reason, programs and communications 
may need to separate hunter behavior 
from the activity of hunting itself.

Communicating to the Public About Hunting

- 8 -

Hunting Versus Hunters

Footnotes for Communicating to the Public About 
Hunting can be found on page 10. 

Ecological Values

. . .ecological benefi ts of 
hunting resonate more 
with Americans than do 

recreational benefi ts. 

Photo: Pennsylvania Game Commission, Joe Kosack 

8
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WEST AFRICA HUNTING WITH SAFARIS CHELET – BY BOB KEAGYCALIFORNIA BIGHORN RAM HUNT – BY BOB KEAGY

Greetings from the lodge of 

Ashnola Guides-Outfitters in 

Southern B.C., where Pam 

and I have been California 

Bighorn Ram hunting.

I am happy to advise that at 5 p.m. 
on Friday the August 29th we got on 
a bachelor group of either seven or 
eight bighorn rams, after four long 
days of hiking and glassing.

We were able to get above them, and 
although they spooked twice, we 
were again able get above them at 
150 yards on a third attempt, and I 
made a clean shot with a .270 WSM 
into the on-side shoulder of the 

biggest ram. (I used my guide’s left 
shoulder for a rest, so there was a 
fair amount of good luck in the 130 
yard standing shot.)

The ram was a broomed 7/8th’s curl 
bighorn with 14 inch+ bases, with 
excellent mass. The cape is in  
perfect condition.
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Dear San Francisco S.C.I. Chapter,

I cannot think of any words to 
describe the gratitude I feel when 
thanking you for my sponsorship to 
the American Wilderness Leadership 
School. The week in Jackson-Hole, 
Wyoming was one I wouldn’t trade 
for the world, it was one of, if not, 
the best experiences of my life. The 
plethora of information I learned 
was phenomenal while the fun I 
had was beyond my expectations. 
The education on stream ecology, 
lobbying, and outdoor survival 
was that of mastery; while the 
amusement from hikes, white-water 
river rafting, and various activities 
were exceptional.

I was able to meet wonderful people 
from Texas, Missouri, Georgia, 
Alaska, and Pennsylvania. Even 
though we were separated by 
thousands of miles, we all had one 
thing in common, we all wished the 
week would have never ended. Every 
single person I talked to on the trip 
spoke nothing but highly of the staff, 
activities, and location. Everything 
was exceptional.

Along with the fun I had, this trip 
made me dead-set on getting a 
degree in Wildlife Biology. After 
taking my interest into the field, I fell 

in love with the scenery, work, and 
people I would be encountering. As 
many of the staff had backgrounds in 
wildlife education and protection, a 
career I want to pursue, I was able to 
talk to them and explore the different 
fields I could work in. Every person 
as part of the staff was unbelievable 
in how intelligent, informative, 
and kind they were. Through their 
guidance and care, they were easy 
people to talk and engage with. I can 
easily state that the trip wouldn’t 
have been the same without them. 
As a small token of gratitude, I 
have enclosed some pictures of 
the scenery but I failed to take the 
pictures of the activities as I was too 
busy learning and having fun.

I cannot thank you all enough for the 
opportunity you gave me. I am truly 
blessed to have gone on that trip and 
wish many others could have the 
same experiences and memories that 
I had. Although, If I were to give one 
critique, it would only be to make the 
school last the whole summer. As I 
cannot state it enough, thank you.

Nicolas Petrini

WEST AFRICA HUNTING WITH SAFARIS CHELET – BY BOB KEAGYAWLS REPORT – BY NICK PETRINI
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WEST AFRICA HUNTING WITH SAFARIS CHELET – BY BOB KEAGYCALIFORNIA LEGISLATURE UPDATE – FROM BILL GAINES & ASSOCIATES

The 2015 Session of the 

California State Legislature  

– the first year of the two 

year 2015/2016 Session  

– has formally closed.   

Below is an overview of  

two bills of special interest  

to SFBA members.  

See the full report.

AB665, legislation by Assembly 
Member Jim Frazier (D/11-Oakley), 
possibly could have a greater positive 
impact on hunting and fishing 
opportunity than any other piece 
of legislation in California history. 
The bill would provide that the Fish 
and Game Commission and DFW 
are the only entities that may adopt 
regulations regarding the taking or 
possession of fish and game on any 
land or water within the state – in 
effect, prohibiting cities, counties 

and other local jurisdictions from 
passing their own local ordinances 
that restrict hunting or fishing within 
their boundary. This legislation 
would not preclude public or private 
landowners from prohibiting hunting 
or fishing on their land. 

The bill has taken on technical 
amendments several times since 
its introduction; however, these 
amendments have not changed the 
intent or on-the-ground impact of 
the bill. 

With this landmark hunting and 
fishing bill resting on the Senate 
Floor, the bill’s opposition – HSUS, 
other animal-rights organizations 
and some local jurisdictions – went 
into overdrive to try to secure the 
votes to kill the measure. After 
much work and many political 
actions during the final days of the 
session, this bill will now be heard 
in January and should proceed 
quickly to the Governor’s desk for 
his consideration. Based on the 

incredible effort that HSUS and 
other opposition made to stop it, this 
has to be seen as a solid victory for 
hunters and fishers.

Coined the “Sport Fishing Stimulus 
Act of 2015”, the intent of SB 345 
by Senator Tom Berryhill (R/08-
Oakdale) is to encourage more 
individuals to get involved in sport 
fishing in California. (See page 11 
for more on the decline in California 
sportfishing.) The measure was 
amended in early April to include 
four primary objectives: 

1) Transition from a calendar-based 
annual sport fishing license to 
an annual license valid for twelve 
consecutive months from the date 
of purchase.

2) Create a “junior sport fishing 
license” at a reduced rate to any 
resident or non-resident that is 
either sixteen or seventeen years 
of age at the time of purchase. 
The license would also be good for 
twelve consecutive months from 
the date of purchase, as long as  
the purchaser was under 18 at time 
of purchase. 

3) Direct the Fish and Game 
Commission to develop 
regulations clarifying when fish 
that had been lawfully taken and 
then processed (e.g., filleted, 
frozen, smoked) no longer 
violated the possession limit.

4) Exempt charitable organizations 
and donor intermediaries from 
the possession limit for fish taken 
under a sports fishing license,  
as long as those organizations  
or individuals had a record of  
who lawfully caught and donated 
the fish. 
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This bill missed the July 17th 
Legislative Deadline for bills to be 
passed out of policy Committee;  
the measure is now a “two-year”  
bill and will not be heard until early 
next year. 

AB 96 would prohibit a person 
from purchasing, selling, offering 
for sale, importing or possessing 
with intent to sell ivory or 
rhinoceros horn. The legislation 
was amended on June 17th, but 
amendments were minor in nature 
and had no impact on our serious 
concerns with the bill. 

Current law allows the possession 
with intent to sell, of any part or 
product of an elephant – including 
ivory – if the item was imported 
before June 1, 1977. This bill would 
delete that exemption, and further 
prohibit the importation, purchase, 
sale, or possession for sale of 
ivory from a tooth or tusk from a 
species of elephant, hippopotamus, 
mammoth, mastodon, walrus, 
warthog, whale, or narwhal. 

AB 96 allows for very few 
exceptions, but would exempt ivory 
or rhinoceros horn that is either 

part of a bona fide antique and 
that is less than 5% by volume of 
the antique, if the antique status is 
established by the owner or seller 
with historical documentation 
demonstrating provenance and 
showing the antique to be not less 
than 100 years old; or part of a 
musical instrument, if it is less than 
20% by volume of the instrument 
and the owner or seller can provide 
documentation demonstrating 
provenance and that the item was 
manufactured no later than 1975. 

The Senate fiscal analysis of AB 
96 states that it has “unknown 
cost pressures”, but notes that 
implementation expense for the 
bill could be as high as $1 million 
in one-time costs and an additional 
$1.2 million annually. 

This bill has been to the Governor’s 
desk for his consideration over 
strenuous objections by G&A 
on behalf of their clients. The 
Governor has until October 11th 
to sign or veto the bill. Should the 
Governor take no action, the bill 
becomes law. There is no “pocket 
veto” in California. 

AB 395 would repeal the 
requirement placed into law by the 
passage of AB 711 that non-lead 
ammunition be used for all hunting 
statewide. 

AB 711, passed into law in 2013, 
mandates that the Fish and Game 
Commission adopt regulations 
which require the use of non-
lead ammunition for all hunting 
statewide by July 1, 2019.  

As currently written, AB 395 would 
delete from state law all of the above 
provisions which require statewide 
use of non-lead ammunition. The 
bill would not, however, delete 
the requirement that non-lead 
ammunition be used for big game 
and coyotes in the California  
condor range.

Recognizing that the bill, as 
introduced, would almost certainly 
fail passage if heard in Committee, 
the author has been made AB 395 a 
“two-year” bill while improving the 
bill’s chance of passage. AB 395  
will be heard in Assembly Water, 
Parks and Wildlife Committee early 
next year.

WEST AFRICA HUNTING WITH SAFARIS CHELET – BY BOB KEAGYCALIFORNIA LEGISLATURE UPDATE – FROM BILL GAINES & ASSOCIATES

Two hunters got a pilot to fly them into the 
Canadian wilderness, where they managed to bag 
two big bull moose. As they were loading the plane 
to return, the pilot said the plane could take only the 
hunters, their gear and one moose.

The hunters objected strongly saying, “Last year we 
shot two, and the pilot let us take them both… and he 
had exactly the same airplane as yours.”

Reluctantly the pilot, not wanting to be outdone by 
another bush pilot, gave in and everything was loaded. 
However, even under full power, the little plane 

couldn’t handle the load and went down, crashing in 
the wooded wilderness.

Somehow, surrounded by the moose, clothing and 
sleeping bags, the hunters survived the crash.

After climbing out of the wreckage, one asked, 
“Any idea where we are?”

The other replied, “I think we’re pretty close to where 
we crashed last year.”

HUMOR
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“Continuing Our Outdoor Heritage”

Join Sables
___ Yes, I want to support the conservation and 

education goals of SCIF Education Advocate 
- Dues $50 annually

___ Yes, I want to take advantage of the special 3 
year membership offer – Dues 3 years for $75

___ Yes, I want to be a Life Member of SCIF 
Sables and show long term support for SCIF 
conservation and education goals with a $500 
single payment  ($250 for SCI Life Member)

___ Other Education Donation  $__________

Sables Mission
To further the understanding of our outdoor 
heritage, including the positive role of hunting, 
through the creation and support of wildlife 
conservation education programs that are 
consistent with the educational mission and 
purposes of SCI and SCIF.

Sables Member Values
Sables are leaders in educating others about the 
value of hunting and in promoting our hunting 
and outdoor heritage.

Sables Goal
To increase public participation in hunting and 
outdoor recreation activities.

S i n c e  1 9 8 4

Name _______________________________________________________________________

Address _____________________________________________________________________

City__________________________________State/Prov_________        ZIP______________

Home Phone ______________________________ Work ___________________________

Phone____________________________________Email____________________________

Chapter Affiliation__________________________________________________________
Referred by:  __________________________________________________________ 

___ Hunter   ___ Non-Hunter       

Bill my credit card:     pMC      pVisa        pAMEX      pDiners          pDiscover

Account No. ______________________________     Expiration Date_________________

Name on Card (print) _______________________________________________________

Signature __________________________________________________________________

Check enclosed  _______   Make Checks Payable to  
“Safari Club International Foundation”

Please mail to check and membership form to:

SCIF San Francisco Bay Area Sables
423 Broadway #624 
Millbrae, Ca 94030
Fax to: 1-650-627-7601

SCIF San Francisco Bay Area  
Sables Membership Application

Join online at 

www.safariclub-sfbay.org

San Francisco Bay Area
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HUNT REPORT & EVALUATION

MAIL TO: SCI SFBA,423 Broadway #624, Millbrae, CA 94030
EMAIL TO: bev@safariclub-sfbay.org

This report may be used by members to select hunting areas, outfitters 
and guides. It may possibly be used to evaluate hunts for inclusion in the 
annual fundraiser live auction. 

PLEASE TYPE OR PRINT LEGIBLY.  USE A SEPARATE FORM FOR EACH HUNT.

Type of  weapon used:
 RIFLE BOW MUZZLELOADER PISTOL OTHER         

Highlights of  hunt or trip:  

 

 

 

 

Hunter Information:

Name:                                                                                                                                                          Member #:                       

Address:                                                                                                        City:                                                                                     

State/Prov:                        Country:                   Zip/P.Code:                       Daytime Phone:                                                    

E-mail:                                                                                                                                                                                                       

Hunt Details:

Game hunted:                                                                                                                                                                                          

Game taken:                                                                                                                                                                                             

Location of  hunt: Locale/GMU/etc.:                                                                                                                                             

Dates of  hunt:                                                                                       State/Prov:                   Country:                                       

Outfitter:                                                                                       Guide:                                                                                             

(if known)

SCI San Francisco Bay Area Chapter (SCI SFBA) is a nonprofit organization and donations in excess of the fair market value of 
products and services received are tax deductible to the extent allowed by law.  SCI SFBA tax identification number is 94-3142350.

Would you recommend this hunt to other members? If no, why?  
 

Would you recommend this outfitter/guide to others? If no, why? 
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4,129 ACRE MENDOCINO RANCH 
DREAM HOME, HUNTING, RECREATION & PASTURES  

 

4 bedroom, 4 bath home with an in-ground swimming pool & stunning views; horse & 
cow facilities; Abundant water & Abundant wildlife.  Hunting is great here, and there is 
a separate lodge, shop, shed and     walk-in cooler for the hunters. Several lakes with 

fish.  Please call for a full brochure.  $7,300,000  (A few of the ranch apn’s are in Lake County.) 
 

THE WORLD FAMOUS SHAMROCK RANCH on 17,050 ACRES  
A Paradise in Mendocino County 

Profitable hunting guide business/  Stunning, Italian Villa Style, 7 bedroom Main home/ 25 acre vineyard/  
Abundant water/ Hay Production / Cattle & Equestrian facilities / Vineyard home / Ranch Managers home /
Eel River Frontage & much more.  Call for a brochure.   $20,500,000 
 



San Francisco Bay Area Chapter of SCI

423 Broadway #624

Millbrae, Ca 94030

Tel and Fax: (650) 627-7601

www.safariclub-sfbay.org

MISSION STATEMENT FOR SAN FRANCISCO SAFARI CLUB INTERNATIONAL

To promote good fellowship among those who love the outdoors and the sport of hunting, 

shooting and fishing.

To promote conservation of the wildlife of the world as a renewable resource in which 

hunting is one management tool among many.

To help conservation efforts by supporting worthwhile projects, both verbally and  

financially, when possible.

To educate our youth in the safe and proper use of firearms and to interest and teach them 

in conservation and preservation of the forests and animals, which are our national heritage.

To share the latest hunting experiences and information of our members so that other 

members may profit from same.

To operate the association as a non-profitable organization, originated for the enjoyment 

of the members, and with the thought in mind that perhaps we can be of assistance in 

helping to conserve and preserve the animals which we love to hunt today for those who 

will come to love the sport tomorrow.




